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Abstract-Let P be the affine group of the real line R, and let HI be the set of all quaternions. 
Thus, L’(R, W; &x) denotes the space of all square integrable W-valued functions. From the viewpoint 
of square integrable group representations, we study the theory of continuous wavelet transforms on 
L2(R,W; do) associated with the group P, and give the Calderdn reproducing formula. @ 2004 
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The continuous wavelet transforms are deeply related to the concepts of square integrable group 
representations (see [l]). F’ u-s , we recall some basic concepts. Let, G be a locally compact group t 
with the left Haar measure &l(g), let g H U(g)(g E G) be an irreducible continuous unitary 
representation of G in a Hilbert space H. If a nonzero vector do E H satisfies the following 
admissibility condition: 
(1) 
then we say that 4 is an admissible vector. Write the set of all such vectors by AW. If AW # 8, 
then U is called square integrable, and f H (f, U(g)4)H is called the continuous wavelet 
transform. The usual continuous wavelet transform on real line R is derived from a natural 
unitary representation on L2(R) of the affine group “px’ + 2’. Let G be the affine group 
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P = {(~,p) : z E R,p > 0}, and H = L’(R), P has a natural unitary representation U on 
the space L’(R) defined by 
The Hardy space 
H:(R)={~EL~(R):~^(<)=O, if[$R+} (3) 
and the conjugate Hardy space 
H?(R)={~EL~(R):~^(<)=O, ifE$R-} (4) 
are two irreducible subspaces. The restrictions of U on these subspaces are square integrable. 
If we identify P with the upper half-plane U +, then the wavelet transform IV&(x,p) = (l/a) 
JR f(x’)&x’ - X/P) d x’ gives an isometric operator from H:(R) (or H?(R)) to L2(U+, dx dp/p2), 
where f, 4 E H!f (R) (or Hz (R)), and 4 satisfies the admissibility condition: 
J’ 
I I 4 (6) 2 & o<c,= 
IEl 
< +m. 
R (5) 
The wavelet analysis on L2(R) associated with the group P has substantial content (see [2,3]), 
and those results have been extended to higher dimension in different ways (see [4-61). 
In the early part of the nineteenth century, Irish mathematician Hamilton invented the quater- 
nions, since then a lot of authors investigated the properties of the noncommutative associative 
algebra: the algebra of quaternions W (see [7,8]). M oreover, some problems of quaternion-valued 
functions were studied, for a survey of that we refer the reader to [g-12]. Using the complex inner 
product on W, He [13] established the theory of wavelet analysis on L2(C, W; dz). Qian [12] intro- 
duced the natural quaternion inner product on W. He studied the problems of singular integrals 
in the quaternion-valued function space, and obtained some interesting results. Therefore, the 
principal goal of this paper is to study the theory of continuous wavelet transforms on the space 
L2(R,MI; dz) connected with the quaternion inner product on W. The results in this paper are 
different from those in [13]. Recently, Xia and Suter [14] and Walden and Serroukh [15] discussed 
the problems of matrix-valued wavelet analysis. At the end of this section, we will see that the 
theory of continuous wavelet transforms on L2(R,IHI; dx) can be regarded as that on a kind of 
matrix-valued function space. 
This paper is arranged into four sections. The remainder of this section contains preliminaries. 
In Section 2, we decompose L2(R,W; dx) into the direct sum of the irreducible invariant sub- 
spaces. Section 3 gives the characterization of the admissibility condition. Section 4 obtains the 
Parseval formula and the Calderon reproducing formula for the wavelet transforms. 
Let W denote the set of all quaternions, i.e., 
llJ=R@iR@jR@kR 
={q=a+ib+jc+kd:a,b,c,dER}, 
where i, j, k satisfy 
;j = -j; = k jk = -kj = i, ki = -ik = j, i2 = j2 = k2 = -1. 
(6) 
For q E Eli, we can write q in the form q = (u + ib) + j(c - id). Without loss of generality, we set 
q = u + ju, where u, v E C. Let qc denote the conjugate of q, then qc = U, - jv, where u is the 
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complex conjugate of u. Let q1 = ui+jvr,q2 = u2+ju2 E MI. Obviously, (qc)’ = 4, (qlq2)’ = q;qT. 
We now introduce a mapping (, )w from W x W to w as follows: 
Lhn : WXW+W 
(41, q2) - (41, q2)w = 414; (7) 
= (UlU2 + UlTI2) + j(VlU2 - UlU2). 
It is easy to verify the following properties. 
(1) (41, k?hn = (q2, 4dwC. 
(2) For o,p E lHI, we have 
(cuql+pq:!,q)w=a(ql,q)w+P(qa,q)w~ 
(4, aq1 + P42)~ = (4,41)w QC + (4,4&n PC. 
In particular, if cu,/3 E R, then 
(s, Wl + P42)w = a (4,41)ljJ + P (4, q2h 
(3) (q, q)w 2 0. And (q, q)w = 0 if and only if q = 0. 
In this paper, we adopt (, )n as the inner product on IHI, and the norm of an arbitrary q E W is 
denoted by \lqjlw. C onsider that a function F is a mapping or transformation from R to W. Thus, 
F can be expressed by F(z) = fi(z) +jfz(zr), where fi, f 2 are all complex-valued functions. The 
space L2(R, W; dz) consists of all measurable MI-valued functions for which the norm of F, 
ll%yR,W; dz) = (s, (lm)i2 + If2 (z)12) q2 > 
is finite. Let F(z) = fl(z) + jfi(z), G(z) = gr(z) + jgz(z) E L2(R, W; dz). We define 
P, G)L~R,w; dz) = J’ (F, G), dx R 
s (8) = R [(fl (x)?%(x) + fi (x) Q2 (4) + j (f2 b) !71 b) - 71 (x) 92 (41 dz. 
Thus, L2(R, W; dz) equipped with the above inner product is a Hilbert space. Let 
L2 (R, Cnx,) = Pkl(x) E L2(R), k,l = I,?. ,n , 
and the complex duplex matrix-valued function space (see [7]) 
L23* (R, Q12x2) zz {p(x) = (:jL: j;; ;;;i:;) : & (X) = p22 (x) I 7312 cx) = b(4} 
The theory of wavelet analysis on L2(R,CYX”) was studied in [14,15]. Now we define a map- 
ping Qm from L2(R,lHl; dx) to ,C2**(R,Czx2) by 
Qm : F (x) = fl (x) + j.f2 (x) +-a fl b) -f2 (x) f2 (x) 
- > 
fi (x) E L2,* (R, Czx2) (9) 
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It is easy to verify that the mapping Qm is a bijection from L2(R, IH[; dz) to L21* (R, @2x2). For 
any F,G E L2(R,lHl; dz), from [14], we have 
PI G) ,~(R,~;ciz) H (Qm (‘3 7 Qm WW(R,C~ 7 (10) 
IlFll L It&m @‘)Ilw~~~,c~~~~~ L2(R,W;dz) = Jz (11) 
Thus, L2(R, W; dz) can be regarded as a subspace of L2(R, Czx2). Let P be the affine group of 
the real line R. Then, we know 
p = {(x,p) :x E R,p E R+}. 
And d,ul(s, p) = ds dp/p2 is the left Haar measure of P. The unitary representation U of P on 
L2 (R, W; dz) is defined by 
U(Z,P)F(X’) = SF 9 . 
( > 
(12) 
In the following, we shall investigate the wavelet theory on L2(R,W; dz) associated with the 
square integrable representations U of P. 
2. DECOMPOSITION OF L2(R,W; dz) 
Let U(Z) be an integrable complex-valued function, whose Fourier transform is the function 
G(s) defined by letting 
Q(E) = 
J 
21 (xl e 
-2im[ dx 
7 
Fl 
for all E E R. The Fourier transform of a square integrable function U(Z) has a natural definition. 
Letting F E L2(R, W; dz), we define the Fourier transform of F by 
fi (El = A(E) + if2 (0 . 
Thus, we have the following. 
LEMMA 1. Let F,G E L2(R,H; dz). Then, 
(F> G) L*(R,W; dl) = L2 (R,W; dz) . 
PROOF. A simple computation gives this formula. In fact, 
(F? G) ,V(R;W;dz) = R J (F, G), dx 
(13) 
= J R [(h (x) fi (x) + .f2 (x) g2 (4) + j (f2 (x) .@I (x) - fl (x) g2 (x,)] dx 
k [(h (0 8, (0 + 72 (0 i?2 (El) + j (f2 (0 8, (0 - fl K) 62 CO)] @ 
= P,e 
( > C(R,W; dz) 
Let F * G denote the convolution of F and G defined by 
(F * G) (z) = LF (z - x’) G (CC’) dz’. 
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It can be directly verified that 
(m (El = [A (El 41(E) - x (6) 62 (E)] + j [A (6) h(F) + 71 -(E) j2 (E)] , 
fi (Q e (0 = [A (Cl Gl (0 - 32 (‘$1 5% (El] + j [A (0 h(t) + A(0 42 (E)] 
Thus, (G)(t) # @([)e(<). Let fl(x) = a(x) + Q(x),~~(x) = y(z) + iB(z). If f,(c) = ?I([), 
T2(E) = .F2(0, namely, 
f 
a(x) sin 27rEx dx = 
R J’ 
R p(x) sin 27rEx dx = 0 
and 
J y(x) sin 27r<x dx = s Q(t) sin 27rEx dx = 0, R R 
then (F=)(E) = I?(<)&([). Let 
@+>+I = {F = fl (xl + jf2 (x) : fl, f2 E H; CR)} > (14) 
I+-) = {F = fl (x) + jf2 (x) : fl, f2 E H” (R)} , (15) 
I++>-) = {F = f~ (x) +jfz (x) : fl E H; (R) , f2 E H! (R)} , (16) 
and 
Since 
I/l-,+) = {F = f~ (x) + j.f2 (x) : fl E II! (R) , f2 E Hz (R)} (17) 
U (FiJ F ([) = P”~ (jl (pt) e-2ixEs + jj2 (p<) e--liTCT) , 
it is easy to see that H(+,+), H(->-), H(+,-), and H(->+) are invariant closed subspaces of 
L2(R, W; dx) under the unitary representation U of P. Moreover, we can obtain the following. 
LEMMA 2. Let 0% = + or -(i = 1,2). Then, H( u1,02) is an irreducible invariant closed subspace 
of L2(R, IHI; dx) under the unitary representation U of P. 
PROOF. Let W be a nonzero invariant subspace of H (Q~Q) under U, W’ the orthogonal com- 
plement of W in H(“1~“2). Taking a function G E W, G # 0. Suppose F E WI, then we 
have 
Notice that 
Taking Fourier transforms with respect to the first variable x on both sides of the above equality, 
and noting that F(E) =f(-0, we can see that, for all p E R+, 
= JiT (A (6) $1 (Pa + T2 (-0 $2 (-PO) + j (f2 (0 51 C/x) - A (-0 62 C-P:)) = 0 
(18) 
holds for almost all E E R. We only need to show that F = 0, i.e., fl(E) = 0, fzz(E) = 0 for almost 
every 6 E R. 
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CASE 1. Let F = fr +jfs, G = g1 +jgz E H (+I+). Then, supp(fi), supp(gi) c [0, foe) (i = 1,2). 
Assume the contrary, let A be a positive measure subset in [0, +co), such that jr([) # 0 for all 
t E A. Since G # 0, we know that there exists a positive measure subset B in [0, +co), such 
that h(t) # 0 or i2(0 # 0 f or all [ E B. Assume that iI(r) # 0 for all [ E B. Choosing pe > 0 
appropriately such that D = A fl &rB is a positive measure set. Thus, fr(<) # 0, Gr(pc<) # 0, 
for all [ E D, which implies that 
h(C) $1 (PO0 # 0, (19) 
for all < E D. Clearly, D c [O,+co). From (18), we obtain f~(E)&(pot) + ~2(-062(-~0<) = 0 
for all [ E R. Note that the supports of fz and g2 are all subsets of [0, -too), we can deduce that 
flcmP0~) + h)B(-Po5) = h%Po~) = 0 f or all [ E [0, foe), which contradicts (19). 
Similarly, i,f 55(e) # 0 f or all [ E B, then there exists a positive measure subset D* in (-co, 01, 
such that fl(-~)ih-~~~) # 0 f or all [ E D*. Contradicting the fact that 
0 = f2 (Q 4, (POE) - fl C-E) G2 (-Pot) = fl C-E) 42 (-Pot) I 
for all E E (-oo,O]. 
CASE 2. Let F = fr + jf2, G = g1 + jg, E H (+). Then, SUPP(~I), suPP(s1) c [O, +m), 
SUPP(fi), SUPPb2) c c-w 01. s ince G # 0, we obviously have (g,(t), -42(c)) # 0, which implies 
that (c,(t), -&(-E)) # 0. But, from (18), we can easily find that for all p E R+, 
(’ 
: 
for almost every t E R. We claim that the matrix c(E) -/z(-E) 
h(E) fl C-E) > 
is degenerate. If this were 
not the case, then there would exist a positive measure subset D in [0, +oo) and p. > 0, such 
is nondegenerate, and ($l(pc[), -&(-&)) # 0 for all [ E D. Thus, 
h(C) 42 C-0 
f2 (0 fl t-t) 
for all E E D, which contradicts (20). Thus, (fr(<), -T2(-[)) = a@,(E)! fl(-[)). Consequently, 
m = f2zcr, = 0 since supp(fl) c [0, +oo), supp(fi) c (-co, 01. The other cases can be proved 
by the analogous argument. 
From the above discussion, we can see that F is identically zero. Hence, H(“l,“Z) is irreducible. 
Thus, we complete the proof of Lemma 2. I 
Here we call H(+)+) and N(-3-) the H ar y d space and the conjugate Hardy space of 
L2(R, Eli; drc), respectively. H(+>-) and H(-l+) are the ‘<mixed” Hardy spaces. From Lemma 2, 
we can see that H(+l+) and H(-l-) are mutually orthogonal, while H(+>-) and H(->+) are not 
so. Thus, we can get the following. 
THEOREM 1. 
L2 (R, lHl; dz) = H(+,+) @ H(-?-). (21) 
3. WAVELET TRANSFORM ON L2(R,W; dz) 
In order to define the wavelet transform on L2(R, W; dz), we first give the characterization of 
the admissible condition. 
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Let @ E L2(R, W; dz), Q # 0, if it satisfies 
c, = 
1 J 11 /I@lliyR,a;az) RxR+ (@> u (x,PI %,yR.W;dZ) ; y II < +q (22) 
then we call @ an admissible wavelet, and write @ E AW. Let @ = $1 + ~‘42 E H(+,+). By 
Lemma 1 and (18), we can get 
J 11 RxRi- (@> u (2, PI %,2(R,H;&) ; y II 
= J 
RXR+ 
11 [+G (E) $1 (A) + 42 (-0 62 (-pt)] + j [& (E) 8, (PO - 42 (-PC $1 (-:)I 11; y 
=(I‘ 11 R+xR+ $1 (El $1 (PE) + d2 (0 $1 (Poll; y) 
(J 11 82 (4) $2 (-PC) - 29 (-PG f, C-6,11:, y) 
=/;, (7di;;i?_,,.~t4~) (JR+ (~~1(4~+ (42~4~) :) dc 
Similarly, if @ E II(-)-), then we can easily obtain 
J II II 2 dxdp (@> U(X>P) @)LyR,W;dz) w p2 = RxR+ Il@ll&R.H:da) 
Let Q = 41 +j4, E H(+a-). Noting that supp(&) c [O,+oo),supp($2) C (-CO, 01, we have 
J II RxR+ (a> u cx> P) @)L2(R,E& ds) ; $$ II 
= JRnR+ )I [$I (4) $1 (po + i, (-0 $2 c-4 + j [42 K) 4, (PO - 42 (-PO $1 C-E)] 11: y 
Thus, we can see that the restriction of U on H (QP~) is square integrable. 
THEOREM 2. Let @ E H(+,+)(orH(-,-I), @ # 0. Then, Q E AW if and only if 
c, = J II II 4 (El ; 4 ItI < +m. R
Let Q = 41+ j~+52, Q = $I+ 3’1+!12 E AW. The inner product on AW is defined by 
(23) 
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Let @ E AW, F E L’(R,H; dz). We define the continuous wavelet transform with respect to @ 
by 
W’aJY (~7 P) = P, u (xc, P) %(R,w; dz) (24 
In the sequel, we just state the wavelet transforms on H (+,+I. The case on H(-,-) can be dealt 
with similarly. Let U+ be the upper half-plane, i.e., 
U+={(z,y):z~R, y>O}. 
Then, P can be identified with U+. Let a, 9 E AW n H(+,+), F, G E H(+)+). Naturally, we 
expect that the Parseval formula of the wavelet transform 
holds. Unfortunately, this is not the case. We now give an example to illustrate this fact. 
Let+=&,Q=$rEAWnH( +s+), F = fr + jfs, G = gr + jg, E H(+y+). Then, 
W’-zJ, w&4 P(U+ ,W; dx dp/$) 
zz 
s FlxFt+ 
(Wd’) (2, P) PW)” (x, P) y 
z LxR+ { [A (a El (PE) + if2 (El $1 (PO] [41(E) 41 (A) - ji2 (0 $1 ha] } y 
= k+ xR+ { [ fl (PO 41 (PE) A(E) G,(t) + $1 (PE) $1 (PO L (0 62 (El] 
+j [dl (PC) $1 (PO f2 (<I 41(e) - $1 (PO $1 (PC) L(E) G2 (O] } y. 
Generally, 
cWGF, W*G)Lz(U+ ,H; dx dp/p2) f (@, $W lF, G),2(R,,; dz) . 
But if fl (Oh (0 is a real function for all [ E R, then one can obtain the Parseval formula. In 
Section 4, we shall give the condition of Parseval formula. 
4. REPRODUCING FORMULA 
THEOREM 3. 
(1) Let @ = 41 +j&, * = $r +j$z E AW n H(+>+), F = fl +jf2, G = g1 +jg2 E Id+>+), 
&Oh(~) (1 = 1>2) are all real functions. Then, 
Yd’, W*G)L2(U+,W;drdp,p2) = ($7 *\kj.v,v tF, GhZ(R,W;dt)~ (26) 
(2) Let Q, = $1 + j&, 9 = $1 + 3’& E AW n H(+a+), F,G E H(+>+), F = fl, G = 91, OT 
G = jgs. Then, 
(Wd’, WQG) LZ(U+,W+dp/p2) = (@‘,‘).&W tF, G)L2(R,W;ds) ’ (27) 
(3) Let @ = 41 + hh, ‘JJ = $1 + ~$JZ E AW r- H(+>+), F, G E Id+,+), F = jj2, G = jg2, or 
G = 91. Then, 
(Wd’, WQG) LZ(U+,Q dz dp/pz) = te, ‘)AW tF, Gh(R,tU; ds) ’ (28) 
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PROOF. 
(1) Let @ = 41 + j&, + = dl + j$~,, E AW n H(+,+), F = fr + jfi, G = gr ‘+ jg, E I$(+,+), 
&(MI(G (I = 1,2) are all real functions. Note that for any q E W, a E @, /? E R, ja = c~j, 
,Bq = q/3. By Lemma 1 and (18), we therefore obtain 
(Wd’, WQG) L2(U+,W; dx dp/p2) 
=s RXR+ (W+F) (z, P) VW? (z,P) 7
= s,,,+ { [h (0 $1 M) + 72 C-E) $2(-fE)] + j [A (a 81 (fE) - ?l C-E) $2 (-fC)] } 
x { [$I (E) 41 (PE) + 42 (-6) $2 (-f<,] - j [42 (0 41 (f‘9 - 81(-O 42 (-/a]} y 
= / 
ll+xFl+ 
{ [h (E) 4, (PC) + d2 (6) $1 ha] [!L (4) 41 (PC - j42 (El $1 (4] } y 
= (a, ‘@II)/,w (F,G),z(,,,;dz) 
Especially, if &([) and 41 (0 (I = 1,2) are real functions, then formula (26) is also valid. Letting 
@=@,F=G,wehave 
(29) 
From (29), we can see that the wavelet transform WQ is also an isometric operator from H(+,+) 
to L2(U+, W; dz dp/p2) (up to a multiple). 
Part (2) can be proved by slightly modifying the argument used in the proof of Part (1). 
(3) Let 6, = ~$r + j&, + = $r + j7J2 E AW n H(+>+), F = jfs, G = jg2 E H(+>+). We first 
note that 
(F, G) L2(R,H; dz) = .I’ 
J2 (4)G2 (0 @. 
R 
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Thus, we can get 
= / RXR+ { [A C-E) 42 (-PC) + if2 (0 $1 ha] [42 (-0 $2 (-pE) - j4, (0 $1 (pg] } y 
= s,+,,+ { [A K) 42 M) 62 (El $2 (fE) + f2 (0 41 (PQ G2 (6) $1 (a]} y 
The other case can be proved in a similar way. I 
Another important consequence of Theorem 3 is the following Calder6n reproducing formula. 
We state it as a corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Let @ = & + j&, E AW n H(+>+), F = fl + jf2 E II(+)+). Then, 
(30) 
with convergence of the integral in the weak sense. 
We now give an example. Let CI > -1, 1 E Z+, where Z+ = {O,l, 2,. . . }. We define # in 
terms of the Fourier transform by 
l?(Ct + 1)-1/2(0f1)-1’2 (2~$)(~+l)/~ eeELi”) (20, J,oI (0 = o i. 
if 6 > 0, 
if[<O, 
(31) 
where L,(“) denotes the Laguerre polynomials defined by 
Let Qt,I(z) = @z(z) + j@(z). Obviously, Ca;,, = 2. Thus, for any F E L2(R,W; ds), we have 
Especially, if we let @ = &i(z), F(z) = fl(z), then the analogous formula as above is just the 
inversion formula (2.1) for the wavelet transform on L2(R) in [16]. 
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